Installation instructions
SD Kit on a PT01S
(v1.0 12-16-2016)

This is all you need to install
the Audio Kit on your PT01S

First disassemble your PT01S
by removing all the bottom
screws. Also Remove batteries.

Open up your PT01S

1
Separate the top part of
the PT01S and you should
just have the bottom part.

Disconnect the black cable
from the power supply 2

Remove screws
and Power

4

7

3

Remove and put aside
the USB transfer board
and Power

5
Slide out steel plate

Steel plate

Remove the two audio
cables

6
Put everything aside for
now

8

9

Slide in the new plate

10
Carefully pull opposite to
the plate giving a little
space for the buttons to
slide. Jiggle the plate a
little.
Pull

Connect short power cable
from Harness to the USB
board

16
Connect audio cable
coming from Decoder (IN
port) to Red port in USB
transfer board.

19
At this point everything
should look like this.

22

11

Install USB transfer board

14

13

More info on last page

Wide view on last page

IMPORTANT!!

Buttons will prevent plate
from sliding in.

12

Connect PT01S power to
Harness

15
Connect the decoder
ground to same ground of
the USB board

Twist the Antenna on
bottom of post

17
Get the audio cable with
Red connectors from PT01S

20

* Note
18
Connect the cable to the
OUT port on the Decoder

21

Note: This ground was added later after the
Pre-Order phase, it is only necessary to help
keep the Bluetooth signal noise to a minimum,
if your decoder has no excessive signal noise
when using the Bluetooth music option then
it is not necessary. If this cable is missing from
your decoder please contact us.

Connect the black cable to
the power supply

Position the top part of the
turntable leaving the front
open
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25

26

27

Take the other end of the audio cable with Red connector and connect it to
the sound board of the PT01S

Get audio cable coming
from PT01S……

28

… and connect it to
middle connector

29

Align the top part with the
bottom part

Try moving cables around
the screw posts if
necessary.

31

Test your Turntable by
connecting the AC adapter
and Powering ON the
turntable.

34

Start closing the top part
checking for cables not
to be on the screw posts

30

It shouldn’t be any space
between top and bottom
case. If it is check for cables
blocking posts.

32

33

Check that power light is ON
Caution: If light is not ON
disconnect from power and
check connections

Check that decoder says HI!
Caution: Default volume on
decoder usually set to
maximum!

35

36

Extra Information
To slide plate create a GAP so the buttons can slide in.
We recommend pulling the top part with your thumb and the rest of the
fingers in the bottom of the plastic then just pull a little bit opposite to the
plate giving a little space or gap so the buttons can clear the plastic.
Jiggle the plate a little if necessary.

Wide view of installation

